HOMOGENEOUS ALGEBRAS ON THE CIRCLE :
II.
-MULTIPLIERS, DITKIN CONDITIONS
by Colin BENNETT and John E. GILBERT
Introduction.
For a homogeneous Banach algebra QL on the circle group the translation operators {T(0 : 0 < t < 00} by definition give a strongly continuous representation of (0 , o°) in QL, i.e. {T(^) : 0 < t < 00} is a semi-group of contraction operators of class ((° ) (cf. §1 part 1). The infinitesimal generator of this semi-group is the differential oped / d \k rator -; the domain of definition of powers ( -) , k = 1,2,..., d^ ^dŵ ill be denoted by QL (k) . These spaces QL, QL^^ provide a natural setting for applications of methods from interpolation space theory, either real methods (cf. [5, 13] ) or complex methods (cf. [6] ) although only the K-method of Peetre will be used here. 
Thus A(a,p ,QL) is a Lipschitz subspace of OL. By considering QL, QL (k) and A(a,p ; QL) within this framework of interpolation space theory we can exploit for arbitrary homogeneous algebras OL the fundamental theorems of stability (or re-iteration) and interpolation as well as the characterization (1) . For instance, by (1) and the stability theorem, each space A (a , p ; QL) is a Banach algebra and,
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whenever Q^ is dense in A (a ,p ;(St) (in particular when p < °°), A (a, p ; (20 is a homogeneous Banach algebra on the circle group. More important for our purposes is the interpolation property enjoyed by all interpolation spaces. Using this theorem together with the stability theorem we derive estimates for the multiplier norm on closed primary ideals in A(a,p \QL) and ft'.^. With these estimates the various Ditkin conditions defined in part I of this series can be readily established. The difficulties involved here are very subtle because, as we show, the multiplier norm on a closed primary ideal is not equivalent to the multiplier norm on A(a,p;(SC), a > 0.
More generally, the interpolation space A(a,p;X) can be constructed when {T(0 : 0 < / < °°}is any semi-group of contraction operators of class (3^) on a Banach space X. Taking say X as L^T) , 1 <,p < oo , e(T) , T circle group, and {T(0 : 0 < t < 00} the usual translation operators, or C^Z) , Kp<oo , c^(Z), and {X(t) : 0 < t < 00} multiplication by characters, X(D : {^}->{^n t^} we construct within this unifying framework of interpolation space theory two large classes of examples illustrating the general theory developed. Many algebras of interest previously studied in isolation are produced.
A complete discussion of many applications of interpolation space theory to Banach algebras more general than the theory given here appears in [7] .
Applications of interpolation space theory.
The interpolation theory used in this paper will be that arising from the K-method of Peetre (i.e. a "real method"). For an excellent discussion of this method as well as of other material used here see [5] (esp. sections 1.1, 3.3, 3.4).
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Let (X, II(.)IIX) be a Banach space on which acts a semi-group {T(0 : 0 < / <°°}of contraction operators of class (c° ) and infinitesimal generator A. The domain of definition of powers A k of A is X^ =={/:/, A/,..., AV^ 3C) , ^>1.
Under the "graph norm"
X^ becomes a Banach space on which 
andU satisfy conditions (a), (b)
\\fog\\a^,yi< const. {||/ll9j 11^11^ 3^ ll/lla,p;X 11^1^ f or all f^g in ^10 A(a,^ ; X).
Proof. -(cf. [10, proof lemma (1.5)J). Use the stability theorem for A (a , p ; X) and the Leibnitz formula
in the characterization (5).
It will be convenient to speak of a Banach space which is an algebra with jointly continuous multipliciation as a Banach algebra without renorming the space so that the norm necessarily is submultiplicative.
for all f^g G A(a,p;X).
Proof. -Inequality (9) follows form (7) provided A (a, p ; X) C ^1, in particular when a = c^ , p = 1. But A (a , p ; X) C A (o^ , 1 ; X) if a > OQ , 1 < p < °°, and so A (a , p ; X) is a Banach subalgebra of a whose norm satisfies (9) when (8) holds.
(2.4) COROLLARY. -// X is a Banach algebra for which
is a Banach algebra for all a > 0, 1 <, p < °°, whose norm satisfies (9) .
For the remainder of this section and all of §3 we shall take for X a Banach algebra QL homogeneous on T in the sense of Silov,
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Le. satisfying (H.O), (H.I), (H.2), (H.3) in §1 of part 1(
2 ). As in part I we assume the translation operators {T(0 : 0 < t < 00} are contractions and that
the infinitesimal generator of the semi-group {T(Q : 0 < t < 00}
is D = --. From (10) it follows that
(2.5) THEOREM. -Let QL be a Banach algebra homogeneous on the circle group T. Then for a > 0, 1 < p < oo the spaces A (a , p ,QL) , X (a, oo ; (%) and QL^ are all Banach algebras. Furthermore, A (a , p ; QL) , X(a, oo ; QL) and QL (k) are homogeneous Banach algebras on T provided a > 0, 1 < p < oo.
Proof. -The first assertion is clear (cf. corollary (2.4) and (9)). That T is the maximal ideal space of OL (k) has been proved by Loy ([14, p. 312]). But. in view of the inner inclusion relation in (11), the spectral radius norm on A (a ,p ,QL) and X(a,p ; QL) is dominated by that on QL^. Hence, since QL^ is dense in A(a,p;a), p ^ oo, and in X(a,oo;a), it follows that T is the maximal ideal space of A (a , p ; QL) and \(a, p ; QL) also when p ^ oo ( [14, p. 312] ). On the other hand, the operators {T(0 : 0 < t < 00} are strongly continuous on OL^^ and hence, by (6), on the dense subspace
and Q^ are homogeneous on T.
For well-known technical reasons of no interest here, the spaces A(a,p;Q;), \(a,oo;QL) with a an integer, i.e. a = [a], will not be considered ; instead, O^^, ^=1,2,..., will be discussed, albeit briefly.
By a multiplier on a Banach Function algebra ^1 we shall always mean a complex-valued function a such that the pointwise product ( 2 ) the notation changes from Part I : T(r) always denotes an operator from some semi-group {T(r) : 0 < t < 00} sometimes specified sometimes arbitrary, but T (sic) denotes the circle group originally denoted by 3D. (^) must be markedly different from the multiplier norm on A (a, p ; QL), a > 0. In contrast, for QL itself, the multipliers on (So) ( = ^ (So)) "^y well coincide with CY as Meyer has shown for the Wiener algebra ^(fiUZ)) ( [15] ). The proofs given are also of technical interest ; for we use a group of automorphisms on T (introduced by one of us in [1] ) with play exactly the same role for the circle group as the dilation group does for the real line. Amusingly enough, although these operators do not give automorphisms of, saŷ (^(Z)), classical results such as Bernstein's theorem enable us to derive all the results we need (cf. 
"=i with ^ e e"(T). When $ : / ^ $/ is defined by
it is easy to check that 
Now, by the stability theorem for A (a , p ; a),
provided a =/= (a]. Suppose for the moment we have established (A) for all f £ c^l"') and a e <2°°(T)
•a) / (12) and (14) we can thus reduce the proof of (B) to the establishing of 
Lipschitz algebras on T.
Let 0^., -1 < r < 1, be the linear fractional transformation
Define ^ : £(T) -^ C(T) by $//) = /o 0^. Throughout this section we shall impose on QL the following condition.
CONDITION (R). -For r, -1 < r < 7, <&. ^ a linear operator on QL with
/or 5om^ function p .
(3.1) Remarks. -Clearly each ^ is an isometric automorphism ofC(T) hence bounded on QL if ^ maps tt into QL. However, (20) is a more convenient (and natural) formulation of this boundedness requirement. As later examples show, P^(r) is closely related to tlie index function associated with L^-spaces and general rearrangementinvariant Banach Function spaces on T where the index function is important in interpolation theory (cf. [4] ; in [1] there is a systematic study of properties stemming from condition (R)). Here we show that p^ (r) is crucial in describing the properties of OL and its Banach subalgebras A (a , p ; QL) , X (a , oo ; QL). Throughout we shall
in practice (21) always is satisfied.
The next theorem and theorem (3.6) are the main results of this section. Inequality (22) follows easily.
Important applications of theorem (3.2) follow from the next theorem. Frequently we shall require a to be a function in (^(T) satisfying 
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Suppose that the function p^(r) satisfies
for all f in the ideal 1^ (0) in A (a , ^ ; ff), p ^ °°, or m X(a , °° ;ff).
We postpone for the moment the proof of (3.6). 
M ->•<»
Proof of (3.7). -Choose any a G e°°(T) such that a(^) = 1 in a neighborhood of 0 while a(^) = 0 in a neighborhood ofrrThen for 0 < r < 1, The practical importance of the estimates in theorem (3.2) lies in the next two theorems from which theorem (3.6) will follow easily. we obtain (31) exactly as in (3.9).
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In the next theorem 3C* denotes the dual space of 3£ and Dt he (distributional) derivative of the Dirac measure 5 at 0. We can finally prove theorem (3.6).
Proof of (3.6). Choose any a in e°°(T) satisfying (27). Then for each / in 1^ (0) 
